BREAKING NEWS: THE SEARCH FOR FLIGHT 370

17 key questions about missing plane

Clues and facts are hard to find

The Malaysia Airlines plane vanished after taking off from Kuala Lumpur on Saturday. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions about its baffling disappearance.

FULL STORY

- Did jet fly 4 hours longer?
- Bill Nye: Navy can find recorder
- Why was transponder off? | Maps
- Pilot: 777s don't just disappear
- Erie last gift | The families

THE LA TEST

7 dead, 9 missing in East Harlem blast
2 killed, 23 hurt in SXSW crash
See dramatic Ukraine confrontation
Russia gets warning over Crimea vote
Ryan blasted for ‘inner city’ remarks
Cops: Girls made autistic boy have sex
Pistorius sees gruesome photos, vomits
Amazon hires price of Prime
GM knew of ignition switch issue in 2001
Hunter kills 500 pound wild hog
10 big overtime pay violators
Watch high-speed police chase
6 holes in your 401(k) plan
Want a job? Try the pot industry
Why Putin gave MMAer $150K
Was this an oops moment for Browns?

MORE TOP STORIES

- Oops! Vandal steps on own firebomb
- Report: Top NFL free agent signs
- Boy bullied over ‘girly’ book bag
- Work out smarter, not longer
- Celebs using Tinder to hook up
- Alex Trebek gets revenge on Conan

POPE FRANCIS’ FIRST YEAR

'Who am I to judge'?

Jorge Mario Bergoglio became the 266th Pope on March 13, 2013. One year later, his impact on the faithful is unmistakable. He even appears in selfies. WATCH

- More: Measuring his real impact
- His year in pictures
- The life of the Pope
- Opinion: Secret to Pope’s success

READ THIS, WATCH THAT

Child punched in brazen iPod robbery
Teen who sued parents goes home
You’ll cry when she sees soldier dad
Military families wounded twice
Is Colorado getting too high?
How ‘Bachelor’ went from stud to dud

WEATHER

Enter a U.S. Zip or Intl city

Atlanta, GA
Sunny
41° H 54° L 35°
No two strokes are alike
Scientist takes back study
Staying safe on spring break
Signs of an allergy emergency

Masquerade for the gods
What a shot! 32 amazing sports photos
A different view of women
The week in 32 photos

Too much for these NFLers?
Kobe Bryant out for season
Phil Jackson to Knicks nearly done?
Who is the best RB in the NFL?

Masquerade for the gods

What a shot! 32 amazing sports photos

A different view of women

The week in 32 photos

Who is the best RB in the NFL?